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Abstract—Keeping dependencies up-to-date prevents software
supply chain attacks through outdated and vulnerable de-
pendencies. Developers may use packages’ dependency update
practice as one of the selection criteria for choosing a package
as a dependency. However, the lack of metrics characterizing
packages’ dependency update practice makes this assessment
difficult. To measure the up-to-date characteristics of packages,
we focus on the dependency management aspect and propose
two update metrics: Time-Out-Of-Date (TOOD) and Post-Fix-
Exposure-Time (PFET), to measure the updatedness of depen-
dencies and updatedness of vulnerable dependencies, respectively.
We design an algorithm to stabilize the dependency relationships
in different time intervals and compute the proposed metrics for
each package. Using our proposed metrics, we conduct a large-
scale empirical study of update metrics with 2.9M packages,
66.8M package versions, and 26.8M unique package-dependency
relations in NPM, PyPI, and Cargo, ranging from the year
2004 to 2023. We analyze the characteristics of the proposed
metrics for capturing packages’ dependency update practice in
the three ecosystems. Given that the TOODmetric generates
a greater volume of data than the PFETmetric, we further
explore the numerical relationship between these metrics to assess
their potential as substitutes for vulnerability counts metrics. We
find that PyPI packages update dependencies faster than NPM
and Cargo. Conversely, Cargo packages update their vulnerable
dependencies faster than NPM and PyPI. We also find that the
general purpose update metric, TOOD, can be a proxy for the
security-focused update metric, PFET.

Index Terms—dependency update practice, dependency man-
agement, software supply chain security, open source software,
semantic versioning, version constraints

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent increase in software supply chain attacks draws
attention from both government (Executive Order 14028 [1])
and industry. However, attackers targeting the software supply
chain is not a new phenomenon. For instance, in 2017, a major
security breach at Equifax (a credit reporting agency), resulted
in the theft of hundreds of millions of customer records,
costing the company millions of dollars [2]. This breach was
due to Equifax using an outdated and vulnerable version of

Apache Struts (identified by CVE-2017-5638 [3]). Moreover,
a report from Sonatype on the state of the software supply
chain [4] in 2023 highlighted that even two years after the
Log4-Shell vulnerability, its compromised version was still
being downloaded three million times within just a week. This
report suggests that the flawed Log4j versions continue to be
used by many software packages. These examples underline
a critical issue: many organizations or developers fail to
update their software dependencies regularly, which can lead
to devastating consequences.

Problem and Scope. Practitioners may use ‘updatedness’
of dependencies to choose a component, but underreported
vulnerabilities often hinder such measures. Wermke et al. [5]
interviewed practitioners and found that activity measures
(e.g., commit frequency, recent releases) can reflect posi-
tively on the package, whereas inactive projects and fewer
contributions can reflect negatively. This study suggests that
practitioners use the ‘updated’ nature of a package as a crite-
rion for making good component choices. However, research
on update metrics, which evaluates the ‘updated’ nature of
packages’ dependencies, is scarce. OpenSSF Scorecard [6],
an automated security habit assessment tool for open-source
software (OSS) package, has an update metric ‘maintained’
which checks if the package has at least one commit per week
in the last 90 days. Technical lag [7], another update metric
from the literature, measures a package’s updated nature of
dependencies. Nonetheless, the lack of reported vulnerabilities
is an obstacle to the widespread use of these metrics [8].
The issue is compounded by vulnerabilities that are silently
fixed [9]–[12], making vulnerability count a less reliable
measure of security effectiveness. A recent report by White
House [13] also reiterates the shortcomings of vulnerability
count as a security metric. To address the limitations of the
lack of vulnerability data, Shin and Williams [14] concluded
that both the fault prediction model and the vulnerability
prediction model provide similar abilities in predicting vul-
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nerabilities, but did not consider any update metric in the
evaluation. To address the aforementioned issues, our study
proposes focusing on the updatedness of dependencies and
the updatedness of vulnerable dependencies within a package
as new metrics.

Challenges. Evaluating update metrics for software pack-
ages involves complexities. Packages often use open depen-
dency requirements (e.g., ∧2.76.0, ∼2.1.1), which means the
exact version of a dependency that gets installed can vary
depending on when the installation occurs. This variability,
due to time-sensitive dependency resolution [15], introduces
challenges in accurately measuring how up-to-date a package’s
dependencies are. Open dependency requirements do have an
advantage: they relieve developers from the need to update
dependencies manually. Nonetheless, this approach compli-
cates the measurement of update metrics, such as Time-To-
Update (TTU) and Time-To-Remediate (TTR). TTU and TTR
assess how quickly a package adopts new versions of depen-
dencies and new versions of vulnerable dependencies, respec-
tively. However, the open nature of dependency requirements,
alongside the possibility of dependency downgrades, leads to
unpredictable outcomes and anomalies in these measurements,
especially in certain software ecosystems (more details in
Section II). In this study, we analyze the effectiveness of TTU
and TTR in capturing a package’s dependency update practices
and introduce two metrics to more accurately assess the current
state of dependency updates in NPM, PyPI, and Cargo.

Goal Statement. The goal of this study is to aid industry
practitioners and developers to make informed decisions on
the project dependency selection by showing the trends of up-
date metrics and characterizing the potential of being a metric
for making good component choice through an empirical study
of update characteristics of open-source packages.

Approach. Our key observation is that the challenge in
accurately measuring how up-to-date software dependencies
are stems from how these resolved dependencies change
over time. To address this challenge, we have developed an
algorithm that stabilizes these dependency relationships in
different intervals. Additionally, we are introducing two novel
metrics to assess how current a package’s dependencies are.
The first metric, Time-Out-Of-Date (TOOD), calculates the
duration within the entire lifespan of a package’s dependency
relationship during which the package does not have the latest
available version of a dependency. The second metric, Post-
Fix-Exposure-Time (PFET), measures the time during the
package’s dependency relationship lifespan when the package
continues using a vulnerable version of a dependency, despite a
fixed version being available. Both metrics focus on the aspect
of time (time metrics [16]), quantifying how long a package
remains in a particular state regarding its dependency versions.
This approach offers a new way to understand and improve
the maintenance of software dependencies.

The research questions that we aim to answer in this study
are: RQ1: How do packages update their dependencies (time
out of date) in NPM, PyPI, and Cargo? RQ2: How do pack-
ages update their vulnerable dependencies (post fix exposure

time) in NPM, PyPI, and Cargo? RQ3: Can time out of date
effectively represent or substitute for post fix exposure time?
Answering these questions will provide insights regarding the
duration of the exposure window to vulnerabilities for different
projects. Our contributions are:

• We propose and formally define two new update metrics
(time out of date and post fix exposure time) to charac-
terize the updatedness of packages in three ecosystems.

• We conduct a large-scale empirical study of update
metrics in NPM, PyPI, and Cargo. We analyze 26.8
million package-dependency relations from 2.9 million
packages in these three ecosystems. We calculate the
update metrics for each <package, dependency> relation
and then aggregate for each package.

• We quantitatively compare our proposed update metrics
using statistical hypothesis tests and correlation analysis
to explore relationships between them.

• We open-source the dataset of package-dependency rela-
tions split into different time intervals with stable depen-
dency relations to foster future research in this direction.

We share a part of our dataset and replication package in
Figshare. The full dataset will be published upon acceptance
of the paper.

II. RESEARCH GAP

This section provides a brief overview of the research gap
(with an illustrative example) in update metrics measurement,
setting the stage for our study. Table I shows the dependency
relation of express 99K qs where the dependency requirements
of express on qs are ‘≥ 0.0.6’, ‘≥ 0.3.0’, and so on. The
‘≥ 0.0.6’ allows express to automatically update any version
of qs that meets or exceeds ‘≥ 0.0.6’. As of the submission
of this manuscript, all requirements of express’s dependency
on qs (d req of Table I) led to the selection of version 6.12.0
as the most recent compatible version of qs.

TABLE I. TTU (in days): r1 − r2 of express
pkg ver release (r1) dep d req d ver release (r2) TTU

express 2.4.3 2011-07-14 qs ≥ 0.0.6 6.12.0 2024-05-06 −4680
express 2.4.4 2011-08-05 qs ≥ 0.3.0 6.12.0 2024-05-06 −4658
express 2.5.0 2011-10-24 qs ≥ 0.3.1 6.12.0 2024-05-06 −4578
express 2.5.1 2011-11-18 qs ≥ 0.3.1 6.12.0 2024-05-06 −4553

The TTU calculation (subtraction of qs release, r2, from
express release, r1 [17]) for different releases of express
produces negative TTU values. These negative TTU values
do not inherently convey meaningful insights regarding the
update trajectory of the package. After aggregating TTU over
the dependencies of each package and over all the packages in
an ecosystem-wide manner, the TTU data exhibit a Gaussian
distribution in both NPM and PyPI ecosystems, characterized
by a mean that approximates zero. Such a distribution could
suggest that a declared dependency is released after this
package’s release time which may be possible due to the
presence of open version requirements.

Furthermore, version downgrades [18] represent a prevalent
practice across diverse ecosystems mostly as a result of

https://figshare.com/s/9c1203dff90b3b625b19


breaking changes, thereby adding complexity to the TTU
computation process. Fig. 1 shows the TTU distribution for
NPM, PyPI, and Cargo packages (both positive and negative
values exist).
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FIG. 1. TTU distribution of NPM, PyPI, and Cargo.

Necessity of New Metric: Due to the aforementioned lim-
itations, we need a new way of measuring dependencies to
keep the resolved dependency relations stable across various
timeframes. Additionally, two new metrics, Time-Out-Of-Date
(TOOD, redefined version of TTU) and Post-Fix-Exposure-
Time (PFET, redefined version of TTR). These metrics are
proposed to leverage the stability of dependency relationships
to assess the extent to which dependencies are updated.
Our proposed Temporal Dependency Resolution (Algo. 1)
guarantees that TOOD and PFET will not have any negative
data points and can handle open version requirements and
downgrades.

III. RELATED WORKS

Technical Lag. Gonzalez-Barahona et al. [7] were the first
to propose technical lag for FOSS (free, open source software)
packages. They use “technical lag” to measure how outdated
a software deployment is compared to the latest upstream
software packages. Research has followed this direction and
presented studies on various ways of measuring technical lag
in software ecosystems [19]–[24].

While technical lag shares similarities with our proposed
metrics, there are two notable distinctions. First, technical lag
assesses how outdated a dependency is through two measure-
ments: time lag (tLag) and version lag (vLag). tLag measures
the delay between the release of a dependency version and
the latest available version at the time of the package release,
determining the degree of outdatedness. However, technical
lag does not account for the duration a package maintains
an outdated dependency nor the frequency of updates from
the package or dependency. Moreover, although technical lag
can be determined for each version release of a package [19],
existing studies do not offer a method to combine a package’s
technical lag across various versions and dependencies, which
could provide more comprehensive insights into packages’
overall state. Second, technical lag does not offer a measure

of a package’s security practices, such as whether the package
has vulnerable dependencies or how quickly the package
updates vulnerable dependencies. In contrast, our metrics
consider the <package, dependency> relationship from a
temporal perspective, enabling us to incorporate the frequency
of updates and aggregate metrics across different releases
and dependencies for a package. Also, PFET is specifically
designed to measure the usage of vulnerable dependencies,
which is not feasible in technical lag.

Outdated & vulnerable dependencies. Prior researcher
has studied the outdatedness of dependencies [25]–[30], and
separately studied the vulnerable dependencies, their usage,
and remediations in different ecosystems [31]–[33]. Studies
in outdated dependencies and vulnerable dependencies are
focused on either all updates or only security updates but not
both. In contrast, we focus on both outdated and vulnerable
dependencies and explore their relationship using our proposed
metrics.

Security metrics. ‘Mean/Median-Time-To-Repair’
or ‘Mean/Median-Time-To-Remediate’ (MTTR) and
‘Mean/Median-Time-To-Update’ (MTTU) have been used
in the software reliability and maintenance domain for a
long time [16], [34]–[36]. Researchers have studied different
security metrics (time to close bug/vulnerability, window of
exposure, vulnerability count) [37], [38] of various categories
(time metric, vulnerability metric) in the software security
domain, but these are focused on measuring the security
of the package having the vulnerability. In our study, we
focus on the security of the package having vulnerable
dependencies, not the vulnerable package itself.

MTTR has also been used in different contexts in the
industry, e.g., measuring the package’s security [39], [40],
measuring the package’s security in terms of dependency [17].
The procedures for measuring MTTR and MTTU are often
proprietary and not disclosed for academic research. For
instance, Sonatype’s 2019 report [17] contains the measure-
ment of MTTU and MTTR for Maven packages, but the
methodology and their process of handling open dependency
requirements or version downgrades are not available. To
distinguish our work and avoid ambiguity, we adopt PFET
as a measure of packages’ security w.r.t. its dependency
management.

IV. DEFINITIONS

In this section, we provide definitions for six terms used in
our algorithms and metrics with examples.

TABLE II. Version Releases (REL) info for express.

system pkg name version release time
NPM express 3.2.1 2013-04-30
NPM express 3.2.2 2013-05-03
NPM express 3.3.4 2013-05-07

Definition 1 (Version Releases – REL). Let t be a point
of time and Pt be the set of all packages in an ecosystem.
For ∀pi ∈ Pt we define ri ∈ REL(pi) as the set of



TABLE III. Dependency relation express 99K qs after using temporal dependency resolution; interval start, interval end, is
out of date, and is exposed are calculated using Algo. 1

from
pkg
pi

from
version

ri

to
pkg
pj

to pkg
requir.
rqij

to
version
rj

to pkg
highest rel.

r′j

Interval start
Tk

Interval end
Tk+1

is out
of date

is
exposed

express 3.2.1 qs 0.6.1 0.6.1 0.6.1 2013-04-30 2013-05-02 false false
express 3.2.1 qs 0.6.1 0.6.1 0.6.2 2013-05-02 2013-05-03 true false
express 3.2.2 qs 0.6.3 0.6.3 0.6.3 2013-05-03 2013-05-07 false false
express 3.2.2 qs 0.6.3 0.6.3 0.6.4 2013-05-07 2013-05-07 true false
express 3.2.3 qs 0.6.4 0.6.4 0.6.4 2013-05-07 2013-05-09 false false

version releases of pi where ri follows Semantic Versioning
(SEMVER), and time(ri) as the timestamp of release ri.

We define Version Releases (REL) as the set of version
releases of a package following SEMVER. For the package
pi = express, as decipted in column version in Table II,
the set of three releases ri = {3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3}. The
timestamp of each version release is denoted by time(ri),
e.g., time(express@3.2.1) = 2013-04-30 . pi represents the
‘from pkg’ and ‘to pkg’ columns in Table III.

Definition 2 (Dependency Relation – DREL). For ∀pi ∈ Pt

we define pi 99K pj as the dependency relation where pj is a
regular direct dependency in ∃ri ∈ REL(pi).

If, in any version release, a package has a dependency
on another package, we say there is a Dependency Relation
(DREL) from that package to the dependency. For Table III,
the dependency relation is express 99K qs where qs is a
regular direct dependency (not dev or optional dependency) of
REL(express). pi represents the ‘from pkg’ and pj represents
‘to pkg’ in Table III.

Definition 3 (Dependency – DEP). For ∀pi ∈ Pt we define
DEP (pi) = {pj : pj ∈ Pt ∨ pi 99K pj} as the dependencies
of pi.

If there is a dependency relation from one package to
another package, we say the latter is a Dependency (DEP )
of the former.

Definition 4 (Dependency Requirement – REQ). For
∀pi ∈ Pt we define rqij = REQ(ri, pj) as the dependency
requirement of ri where pi has a regular dependency on pj
and ri ∈ REL(pi).

When declaring a dependency, a package can specify
constraints on dependency version releases, and we call
this the Dependency Requirement (REQ). For instance,
in Table III, one dependency requirement REQ(ri, pj) is
REQ(express@3.2.1, qs) = 0.6.1. rqij denotes the ‘to pkg
requir.’ in Table III.

Definition 5 (Dependency Resolution – RESOL). For
∀pi ∈ Pt and ri ∈ REL(pi) we define dj =
RESOL(REQ(ri, pj), t) as the dependency resolution which
is satisfied by REQ(ri, pj) at time t (according to the specific
ecosytem rules) and dj ⊆ REL(pj).

When declaring a dependency, a package can specify
version ranges, and the Dependency Resolution (RESOL)
is the version that satisfies the requirement at a specific
time [41]. For instance, in Table III, one dependency resolution
is RESOL(REQ(express@3.2.1, qs), t1) = 0.6.1 at time
t1 = 2013-04-30. The RESOL symbolizes the ‘to version’
in Fig. III.

Definition 6 (Security Advisories). Let A be the list of
security advisories. For a security advisory a ∈ A, the
affected package is pk ← pkg(a), the affected version re-
leases are rk ← AFF (REL(pk)), and the fixed version is
r′k ← fixed(a).

We define a Security Advisory as a public announcement
of a security vulnerability in a package. OSV.dev [42] is a
platform that publishes and compiles security advisories in
different ecosystems. To illustrate, for advisory GHSA-c24v-
8rfc-w8vw, the affected package is pk = pkg(a) = npm/vite
, the affected version releases are rk = AFF (REL(pk)) =
{[2.7.0, 2.9.16], [3.0.0, 3.2.7], [4.0.0, 4.5.1], [5.0.0, 5.0.11]},
and the fixed version r′k = fixed(a) = {2.9.17, 3.2.8, 4.5.2,
5.0.12}.

V. UPDATE METRICS

In this section, we first provide a visual walkthrough and
description of our temporal dependency resolution algorithm
and then describe our proposed update metrics, Time-Out-
Of-Date (TOOD) and Post-Fix-Exposure-Time (PFET), using
definitions from Section IV. TOODdefines the time a package
spent in its lifetime having outdated dependency and PFETde-
fines the time a package spent in its lifetime having vulnerable
dependency. The formal definitions of TOOD and PFET are
described later in this section.

Temporal Dependency Resolution Example. Fig. 2 shows
the lifetime of a package’s dependency relationship DREL
with time on the x-axis. At the beginning of this DREL,
T1, package (pkg) version pkg@0.0.1 introduces dep@1.0.7
as a dependency (dep), specified as dep = 1.0.7, which at that
point is the latest version of dep. So, we mark this interval
as up-to-date ( ). This interval ends when the dep releases
a newer version, 2.0.0, and a new interval begins (T2). In
this time interval, the latest version of pkg@0.0.1 becomes
out-of-date since it still depends on dep@1.0.7 due to its
earlier specification. So, we mark this interval as TOOD (

https://osv.dev/vulnerability/GHSA-c24v-8rfc-w8vw
https://osv.dev/vulnerability/GHSA-c24v-8rfc-w8vw


) and it continues until pkg releases a new version 0.0.2 (T3).
pkg@0.0.2 lists dep@2.0.0 as a dependency with requirement
dep = 2.0.0, the highest dependency version at that time.
So, we mark this as updated ( ), and the next interval starts
with the release of dep@2.0.1 (T4). In this interval, pkg@0.0.2
still has dep@2.0.0, which is not up-to-date, and we mark this
TOOD ( ). Then, pkg@0.0.3 is released (T5) shortly after
an advisory has been published affecting versions dep@[1.0.7-
2.0.0], with dep@2.0.1 being the patched version. During this
time, pkg@0.0.3 depends on now vulnerable dep@2.0.0, and
we mark this interval as PFET ( ). Finally, pkg@0.0.4 is
released having the updated and fixed version dep@2.0.1 (T6),
so we mark this interval as up-to-date ( ).

FIG. 2. Dependency lifetime progression with for up-to-
date, for TOOD, and for TOOD & PFET

Temporal Dependency Resolution Algorithm. Initially,
we have a set of packages (denoted as ‘from pkg’, pi) along
with their respective released versions (‘from version’, ri) and
associated dependency requirements (‘to pkg requir.’, rqij).
These serve as inputs to our Algo. 1. To clarify terminology,
pi is referred to as the importing package (‘from pkg’) to
disambiguate from pj , which we refer to as the ’dependency’
(‘to pkg’) mentioned in the dependency requirements.

We examine the duration of the relationship between each
pkg-dep pair (pi, pj), dividing it into distinct intervals T ij

(line 2). The initial point T1 is when the importing pack-
age pi first includes the dependency pj . Subsequent times-
tamp Tk ∈ T ij represents when either the importing pack-
age or the dependency releases a new version. The entire
lifetime can be described as a series of intervals I =
{[T1, T2), [T2, T3), . . . , [Ti, Ti+1), . . . } where by definition,
no new version of the importing package or the dependency
is released in each [Ti, Ti+1) interval (‘interval start’, and
‘interval end’ respectively, referred by line 3). Each row of
Table III depicts each such interval.

During each interval Ik, we resolve the dependency require-
ment (rqij) according to the ecosystem rule (‘to version’, rj)
considering only the releases available by the dependency pj at
time Tk (line 7). If the dependency requirement (rqij) permits
multiple dependency versions, we select the highest version
among those that match based on the SEMVER rule. We also
determine the highest available version of the dependency (‘to
pkg highest rel.’, r′j , in line 8).

Since, by definition, the importing package or the depen-
dency does not release any new version in each interval (Ik),

the dependency relation is guaranteed to be stable in every
interval.

Algorithm 1: Temporal Dependency Resolution
Input: All dependency relations pi 99K pj where

∀pi, pj ∈ Pt and pi ̸= pj
Input: A list of version releases ri ∈ REL(pi),

timestamps time(ri) and list of advisories A
Output: A list of resolved dependencies for each

(pi, pj) pair along with TOOD and PFET info
1 for Each pair (pi 99K pj) do
2 Lifetime of (pi 99K pj), T ij ← {T1, T2, . . . , Tn};
3 Split T ij into intervals, I ← {I1, I2, . . . , In} where

Ik ← [Tk, Tk+1);
4 for Each Interval Ik ← [Tk, Tk+1) do
5 Version of pi, ri ← REL(pi);
6 Dependency requirement, rqij ← REQ(ri, pj);
7 Resolved version of pj ,

rj ← RESOL(REQ(ri, pj), Tk+1 − 1);
8 Highest available version of pj , r′j ← max{rj :

rj ← REL(pj) ∩ time(rj) < Tk+1};
9 for Each tuple

τ =< pi, ri, pj , rqij , rj , r′j , Tk, Tk+1 >
do

10 if rj = r′j then
11 tTOOD(ij) ← False;

12 else
13 tTOOD(ij) ← True;

14 tPFET (ij) ← False;
15 for Each advisory a ∈ A do
16 Affected package pk ← pkg(a);
17 Affected version releases

rk ← AFF (REL(pk));
18 Fixed version r′k ← fixed(a);
19 if tTOOD(ij) = True & pk = pj &

rj ∈ rk then
20 tPFET (ij) ← True;

21 Add < tTOOD(ij), tPFET (ij) > to τ ;

Total time. The total time for a package is the lifetime
of the package considering all dependency relations. ttotal(ij)
(in Eq. 1, 2, 3, 4) indicates the total lifetime of a <package,
dependency> relation pair. In Fig. 2, the total time for that
certain dependency is Tn−T1 assuming Ti indicates a times-
tamp. The total time for a package pi is the sum of ttotal(ij)
over the dependencies of pi, i.e.,

∑
j∈DEP (pi)

ttotal(ij).

Metric 1 (Time-Out-Of-Date – TOOD). Time-Out-Of-Date
(TOOD) of a package is the average aggregated time the
package uses an outdated dependency version in its lifetime.
TOOD can be calculated as average aggregated time with
outdated dependency (tTOOD(i)) or as a ratio of the average
aggregated time with outdated dependency out of the total



lifetime (tTOODr(i)).

tTOOD(ij) (line 10- 13) indicates if the resolved dependency
is up-to-date in each interval of the <package, dependency>
pair. We can get the TOOD for a package pi by aggregating
tTOOD(ij) over the dependencies of pi.

Formally speaking, TOOD of package pi is:

tTOOD(i) =

∑
j∈DEP (pi)

tTOOD(ij)

|DEP (pi)|
(1)

and ratio of TOOD for package pi out of its total lifetime
is:

tTOODr(i) =

∑
j∈dep(i) tTOOD(ij)∑
j∈dep(i) ttotal(ij)

|DEP (pi)|
=

tTOOD(i)∑
j∈DEP (pi)

ttotal(ij)
(2)

In Algo. 1, we have a list of resolved dependencies for each
<package, dependency> pair (pi 99K pj) split into multiple
intervals. For each interval, Ik, we check if the resolved
version of the dependency, rj (‘to pkg’), matches the highest
available released version of that dependency, r′j (‘to pkg
highest rel.’), during that interval (line 10). If they match,
the importing package has the up-to-date dependency for that
interval, and we mark that as up-to-date (line 11). Otherwise,
the importing package does not have the requirement to keep
the dependency version up-to-date (line 13).

Metric 2 (Post-Fix-Exposure-Time – PFET). Post-Fix-
Exposure-Time (PFET) is the average aggregated time a
package uses with an outdated and vulnerable dependency
version in its lifetime. PFET can be calculated as the average
aggregated time with outdated and vulnerable dependency
(tPFET (i)) or as a ratio of the average aggregated time with
outdated and vulnerable dependency out of the total lifetime
(tPFETr(i)).

tPFET (ij) (line 14- 20) indicates if the resolved dependency
is ‘outdated’ and vulnerable to some security advisory in each
interval of the <package, dependency> pair. We can get the
PFET for a package pi by aggregating tPFET (ij) over the
dependencies of pi.

Formally speaking, PFET of package pi is:

tPFET (i) =

∑
j∈DEP (pi)

tPFET (ij)

|DEP (pi)|
(3)

and ratio of PFET for package pi out of its total lifetime is:

tPFETr(i) =

∑
j∈dep(i) tPFET (ij)∑
j∈dep(i) ttotal(ij)

|DEP (pi)|
=

tPFET (i)∑
j∈DEP (pi)

ttotal(ij)
(4)

In Algo. 1, we have a list of resolved dependencies for each
<package, dependency> pair (pi 99K pj) split into multiple

intervals. For each interval, Ik, we check in line 19 if the
resolved dependency version is up-to-date with the highest
available released version during that interval (tTOOD =
True) and if the resolved dependency version is affected by
any advisory a even if a fixed version is available (rj ∈ rk).
If both conditions are true, the importing package uses a
vulnerable dependency version in that interval even though
a fixed version is available, and we mark that as ‘is exposed’
(line 20).

In this study, we calculate TOOD and PFET metrics for
the whole lifetime of the package. However, we can add time
constraints to the above equation to calculate our metrics for
a specific time range.

Penalizing packages for not updating their dependencies
to their highest available version. Our rationale for penal-
izing the packages for not updating their dependencies to the
highest available version, rather than just to the latest minor or
patch version within the same major version. For developers,
maintaining the latest release within the current major ver-
sion to circumvent the risk of introducing breaking changes
does not fully remove the risk of having breaking changes.
Especially for packages with a large number of components
and high stability requirements, updating one dependency can
be challenging because of the necessity to test the whole sys-
tem [43] and the fear of breaking changes. Over time, failing to
update dependencies can lead to missed opportunities for new
features, bug fixes, and security patches. This phenomenon is
referred to as “technical debt” for software development [44]–
[48], which refers to the implied cost of additional rework
required in software development due to choosing a fast but
limited solution over a better approach that might take longer
to implement. A similar concept is “design debt” [49], which
translates the concept from code to the design of software
systems. Extending these analogies to package dependencies,
we argue that failure to keep dependencies up-to-date is a form
of “technical debt” but for dependencies. When developers
allow their packages’ dependencies to become outdated and
remain so, updating those dependencies to the latest version
becomes increasingly difficult over time. This reluctance to
update significantly older dependency versions leads to a loss
of the advantages that the latest versions offer. Additionally,
to get the best out of the SEMVER rules and get auto
updates in the dependencies, the upstream package should
follow SEMVER properly. If the upstream package does not
follow SEMVER properly, the downstream package might
have breaking changes even within the same major version
of the dependency. As mentioned by previous studies [15],
[50]–[53], developers do not always follow the SEMVER
rules properly. So, we argue that updating the dependencies to
the highest available version should be the gold standard for
checking the updatedness of the dependencies.

VI. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Data Collection. We collect the package versions and
dependency relations from Google BigQuery [54] (dataset id:
bigquery-public-data.deps dev v1), which is the same data



TABLE IV. Statistics of the dataset.

ecosystem # vul. # pkgs # pkg-ver # pkg with
dependency

# pkg-dep
relation

Cargo 1, 287 137, 319 28, 346, 565 90, 333 673, 211
NPM 13, 922 2, 448, 781 34, 723, 685 1, 807, 730 24, 987, 760
PyPI 11, 409 356, 971 3, 827, 478 202, 742 1, 230, 331

total 26, 618 2, 943, 071 66, 897, 728 2, 100, 805 26, 891, 302

source for deps.dev [55]. Our data encompasses three ecosys-
tems: Cargo [56] (Rust), NPM [57] (Javascript), and PyPI [58]
(Python). We collect the security advisories (vulnerability
data) from OSV.dev [42]. The statistics of our compiled dataset
are presented in Table IV.

FIG. 3. High-level workflow diagram

Package Exclusion Criteria: In instances where a parent
package has fewer than five versions, we infer that the package
is a trivial or toy project [59], [60]. Additional indicators of
trivial packages include packages having an age of < 30 days.
So, we set the inclusion criteria for parent packages to have
at least five versions and an age (time difference between the
first and the last release) of at least 30 days. Note that this
exclusion criterion applies exclusively to packages and not to
dependencies since we do not want to calculate our metrics
for trivial packages, but if a package uses a trivial package
as a dependency, we still want to calculate the metrics for
that package. Additionally, we miss the packages having age
< 30 days at the time of our data collection, even if they are
not trivial or toy packages. Moreover, our metrics involve the
need to have dependencies since we are measuring the updated
nature of dependencies. So, packages that do not have any
dependencies are excluded from our analysis.

Methodology. Fig. 3 presents our overall research method-
ology. We initiate the process by collecting the data from
Google BigQuery and OSV.dev (step 1 ). For RQ1 and RQ2,
we first employ the temporal dependency resolution algorithm
(Algo 1) to split each dependency relation into time intervals
and calculate the TOOD and PFET for each dependency
relation in each package (step 2 ). After using Algo 1, we have
the ‘is out of date’ (tTOOD(ij)) and ‘is exposed’ (tPFET (ij))
for each time frame for each <package, dependency> pair.

To calculate TOOD for a package (tTOOD(i)), we sum
up the tTOOD(ij) for each dependency of that package and
divide that by the number of dependencies using Eq. 1.
Additionally, to calculate the proportion of lifetime TOOD for
a package (tTOODr(i)), we divide the sum of iTOOD(ij) for
each dependency of that package by sum of the total lifetime
ttotal(ij) of each <package, dependency> relationship, and we
further divide by the number of dependencies using Eq. 2 (step
3 ). Similarly, we use Eq. 3 and 4 to calculate the PFET for

a package (tPFET (i)), and proportion of lifetime PFET for a
package (tPFETr(i)). After having TOOD and PFET data for

each package, we use violin plots to understand the distribution
of data. We choose violin plot instead of box-plot since violin
plot shows everything box-plot shows, e.g., medians, ranges,
variability, and violin plot’s shape shows the density of the
data similar to a density estimation plot [61] (step 4 ).

For RQ3, we claim that if TOOD and PFET derive from
the same statistical distribution, then TOOD might serve as
a proxy for PFET. To validate this hypothesis, we employ
both statistical tests and correlation analysis for a quantitative
assessment and graphical methods such as QQ-plots for a
qualitative perspective. We first conduct statistical analysis to
answer our RQ3. Our analysis commences with the choice of
hypothesis tests for our discrete, non-parametric, non-normal,
and non-paired data (step 5 ). We choose several hypothesis
(2-sample or k-sample) tests suitable for our data’s charac-
teristics, including the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [62]–
[65], Epps-Singleton (ES) test [66], [67], k-sample Anderson-
Darling (AD) test [68], Mann-Whitney (MW) U rank test [69]–
[71], and Cramér–von Mises (CM) test [72], [73] to compare
the TOOD and PFET data because these tests are suitable for
our data characteristics. The hypothesis test’s null hypothesis
(H0) is that the two data sets are from the same distribution.
The alternative hypothesis (H1) is that the two distributions
are different. The chosen hypothesis tests compare the data
samples and report a statistic and a p-value.

Our choice of having multiple hypothesis tests is to ensure
the robustness of our conclusion since the tests have different
purposes and capabilities. The KS test reports the maxi-
mum difference in empirical cumulative distribution function
(ECDF) of the two samples, whereas the CM test reports the
quadratic distance in ECDF. The AD test reports the weighted
quadratic distance, and this test emphasizes the tails of the
distribution, whereas the KS test focuses on the mid-section
of the distribution. The MW U test assesses if one distribution
tends to have values that are consistently higher or lower than
the other. Each test offers unique capabilities, focusing on
different aspects of comparing distribution, from maximum
deviations to differences in distribution tails. The p-value is
the probability of observing a test statistic as extreme as the
one computed from the sample data under the null hypothesis.
If the p-value is less than the significance level (α), we reject
the null hypothesis and conclude that the two samples are
from different distributions since it represents the probability
that the observed differences between the two distributions
are due to chance. We used scipy’s implementation of these
tests [74], and to ensure the homogeneity of the results, we set
the same significance level (α = 0.05) for all the tests (step
6 ).

Further, we investigate the relationship between TOOD and
PFET using correlation analysis. To quantify the relationship
between TOOD and PFET, we use the Pearson correlation co-
efficient, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, and Kendall
rank correlation coefficient (step 7 . High values from these
coefficients (> 0.7) would suggest a strong positive relation-
ship [75], supporting the notion that TOOD could effectively
replace PFET in assessing dependency-related security risks.
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FIG. 4. Time out of date

Then, we do a qualitative analysis with QQ-plots to visualize
the relationship between TOOD and PFET (step 8 ).

VII. RESULTS

The research questions that we aim to answer in this
study are: RQ1: How do packages update their dependencies
(time out of date) in NPM, PyPI, and Cargo? RQ2: How
do packages update their vulnerable dependencies (post fix
exposure time) in NPM, PyPI, and Cargo? RQ3: Can time out
of date effectively represent or substitute for post fix exposure
time?

In RQ1 and RQ2, we empirically evaluate the TOOD and
PFET metrics for the three ecosystems, and in RQ3, we
statistically assess the relationship between TOOD and PFET
to determine if TOOD can effectively represent or substitute
for PFET.

A. RQ1: TOOD

We look into the violin plots pf TOOD to understand the
updatedness of packages dependencies (Fig. 4) and propor-
tion of lifetime packages spent with outdated dependencies
(Fig. 5).

tTOOD(i): Fig. 4 shows a violin plot of TOOD in NPM,
PyPI, and Cargo. All the plots are left-skewed, indicating that
most packages have a low TOOD (e.g., 50% NPM package
has TOOD < 582 days), which means most packages update
their dependencies quickly. Also, every plot has a long tail,
indicating that every ecosystem has some packages that do
not update their dependencies for a long time (up to 4495
days). Table V shows that PyPI has the lowest mean TOOD.

tTOODr(i): From Fig. 5, we can see that the mean percent-
age of lifetime having outdated dependency in NPM is higher
than in PyPI, which aligns with the previous observation. The
violin plots are skewed to the left side for each ecosystem but
less skewed than Fig. 4. Also, PyPI has a flattened-out tail
compared to the other two ecosystems, indicating that most
packages in PyPI have a lower percentage of lifetime having
outdated dependency than NPM and Cargo.

B. RQ2: PFET

We look into the violin plots pf PFET to understand the
updatedness of packages vulnerable dependencies (Fig. 6)
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FIG. 5. Percentage of lifetime TOOD
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FIG. 6. Post fix exposure time

and proportion of lifetime packages spent with vulnerable
dependencies (Fig. 7).
tPFET (i): Fig. 6 shows a violin chart visualizing the dis-

tribution across average post fix exposure times in days for
Cargo, NPM, and PyPI packages. The 1st, 2nd (mean), and
3rd quantiles are shown as , , and respectively.
Cargo and PyPI have a concentrated distribution, with most
PFET (e.g., interquartile range) being less than 1000 days.
NPM shows a more spread-out distribution, indicating vari-
ability in PFET.
tPFETr(i): From Fig. 7, we can see that the mean per-

centage of lifetime having outdated & vulnerable dependency
in NPM is higher than in PyPI and Cargo, which aligns
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FIG. 7. Percentage of lifetime PFET



TABLE V. Statistics of TOOD and PFET data.

metric ecosystem count mean stddev min max

tPFET (i)

Cargo 313 366 422 2 2, 545
NPM 219, 310 962 684 1 4, 295
PyPI 4, 930 436 425 1 3, 301

tTOOD(i)

Cargo 9, 690 166 357 0 2, 594
NPM 1, 366, 592 582 743 0 4, 495
PyPI 128, 979 109 284 0 3, 438

TABLE VI. p-values of statistical tests.

max
TOOD

sample
size KS ES AD MW CM

800

10 0.57 0.59 0.22 0.47 0.49
50 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.16 0.09

100 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.05 0.01
200 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
500 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

1000

10 0.75 0.78 0.24 0.58 0.66
50 0.30 0.21 0.19 0.33 0.30

100 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.18 0.11
200 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.06 0.02
500 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

2000

10 0.84 0.78 0.24 0.66 0.80
50 0.43 0.29 0.24 0.50 0.53

100 0.15 0.10 0.21 0.37 0.29
200 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.22 0.09
500 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.06 <0.01

5000

10 0.76 0.81 0.24 0.49 0.69
50 0.30 0.41 0.22 0.26 0.31

100 0.09 0.17 0.11 0.13 0.12
200 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02
500 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

with the previous observation. Cargo has the 3rd quantile at
< 50%, indicating that most Cargo packages have < 50% of
their lifetime having outdated & vulnerable dependency. NPM
and PyPI have evenly distributed graphs, indicating that most
packages have a higher percentage of lifetime having outdated
& vulnerable dependency than Cargo.

C. RQ3: TOOD as a substitute for PFET

Quantitative Analysis: Initially, we hypothesize that TOOD
and PFET are coming from the exponential distribution by
looking at their violin plots. We used fitter [76] to find the
goodness-of-fit distribution for TOOD and PFET separately
and found that exponential distribution is the best fit for both
TOOD and PFET data. Next, we aim to compare the TOOD
and PFET data to see if they are coming from the same
distribution. However, we could not directly use our chosen
hypothesis tests because of their sensitivity to large data
size [77]–[79]. To overcome the issues with large data sizes,
we randomly sample data points from TOOD and PFET to
reduce the sample size, which can be used with the statistical
tests. To ensure that the random sampling does not affect
the results, we repeat the sampling process 1000 times and
calculate the p-values of the statistical tests. We also test with
different maximum TOOD values to see if the results are
consistent across different TOOD values. The p-values of the

FIG. 8. QQ plot of TOOD vs PFET

FIG. 9. QQ plot of TOOD vs PFET (percentage of lifetime)

statistical tests are shown in Table VI. p-values > α(0.05)
(bold in Table VI) indicates that the null hypothesis cannot
be rejected, and we can conclude that TOOD and PFET are
coming from the same distribution. From Table VI, p-values
are greater than α(0.05) when the sample size is < 100 when
we consider the whole data samples.

In our correlations analysis between TOOD and PFET,
we find that the Spearman, Pearson, and Kendall correlation
coefficients are 0.7, 0.7, and 0.5. We can conclude that TOOD
and PFET are strongly and positively correlated (coefficient in
each test > 0.7), and TOOD can substitute for PFET.

Qualitative Analysis: Another way to assess the similarity
between two samples is to use a quantile-quantile (QQ)
plot [62]. If the data samples follow the same distribution,
the points in the QQ plot should lie on or close to the line
y = x (the red line). From Fig. 8, the data points follow closely
to the red line up to 900 days (approximately 2.5 years), but
there is a deviation after that. We plot an ECDF of TOOD and
PFET in Fig. 10 to show the deviation more clearly. Visually,
we can conclude that TOOD reasonably represents PFET for
packages with age < 900 days.

By the same reasoning, we can assess the QQ plot of the
percentage of lifetime of packages having outdated & vulner-
able dependency and the percentage of lifetime of packages
having outdated dependency in Fig. 9. The data points follow
a linear trend except for the first few data points, which can
be explained by our design choice of not having 0 PFET but



FIG. 10. Empirical CDF of TOOD vs PFET

having 0 TOOD.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the potential implications of our
results.

Implications of our study. In all the violin plots of our
results, each of the three ecosystems shows a presence of long
tails, indicating that few packages have a very high PFET as
well as TOOD. We can consider these data points as outliers
that do not reflect the overall condition of the ecosystem and
often represent older packages that have not been updated for
an extended period. This phenomenon can also be explained
by taking package/dependency abandonment [80], [81] into
account. We can conclude that these packages are not main-
tained anymore, and every ecosystem (even the newest ones)
has such abandoned packages.

Based on our analysis and the statistics presented in Table V,
PyPI packages excel in dependency management, typically
exhibiting fewer outdated dependencies than NPM and Cargo
packages. Cargo packages, on average, show a lower risk
associated with outdated and vulnerable dependencies, while
NPM packages fare the worst in this respect. These phenomena
could be associated with the dependency management strategy
of the ecosystem, e.g., by default, NPM uses open versioning,
and Cargo uses pinned dependencies [82]. The size of the
ecosystem (number of packages and number of vulnerable
packages) can be another factor influencing our results. Fur-
thermore, our statistical analysis suggests that TOOD can be
a substitute for PFETsince TOOD and PFET both follow the
same distribution (with reduced data size) and demonstrate a
strong correlation.

Iterating our motivation about good component choice,
developers can look into our metrics to understand the updated
characteristics of a package. Ideally, a package with both
0 TOOD and 0 PFET represents the best case, indicating
that dependencies were always up-to-date and no exposure to
vulnerable dependencies. However, this ideal scenario might
not always be achievable by packages due to various reasons,
e.g., version requirement specifications, the time needed for
integration testing after a new dependency version is available
etc. Thus, the objective for any package should be to have

as low TOOD and PFET as possible. Our metrics allow
developers to make informed comparisons among feature-
equivalent packages when choosing a package as a dependency
for their needs.

Update metrics comparing to vulnerability data. In our
study, we analyzed TOOD metric for all the packages with
dependencies (1.5M), and PFET metric for all the packages
with vulnerable dependencies (224k) across three ecosystems.
However, the vulnerability data is only available for the
packages known to contain vulnerabilities (26k). Given the
reasonable assumption that the number of packages with
vulnerabilities is always less than the number of dependent
packages affected by these vulnerabilities, we can infer a
hierarchical relationship in the data quantity. Specifically, the
number of packages with vulnerabilities (|V ul|) represents the
lower bound for the number of packages for which we have
PFET data (|PFET |), as PFET metrics are calculated for
dependents of vulnerable packages. Furthermore, the presence
of PFET data inherently implies the availability of TOOD
data (|TOOD|), although the converse is not true. Thus, we
establish a numerical relationship: |V ul| <= |PFET | <=
|TOOD|. This logic suggests that PFET data covers a broader
range of packages than vulnerability counts alone, making
PFET a more comprehensive metric for assessing the security
implications of package dependencies. And since TOOD can
be used as a proxy for PFET (from our results), TOOD can
be used as a comprehensive metric for assessing the security
implications of package dependencies as well.

IX. THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we discuss potential limitations and how
they might impact the interpretation of the results.

External Validity. The main external validity threat is
the generalizability of our results to characteristics in other
ecosystems. We carefully chose the three ecosystems to have
a diverse set of ecosystems, where NPM is the largest, PyPI is
the oldest, and Cargo is the newest among the major software
ecosystems. While each ecosystem possesses unique features
that might not directly correlate with those we studied, we
believe the insights gained should also be broadly applicable
to other ecosystems. Additionally, our study does not involve
human participants, eliminating the need for IRB approval.
Our analysis relies solely on existing vulnerability data; there-
fore, no new vulnerabilities were discovered, and no disclosure
process is necessary.

Internal Validity. We use the security advisory dataset from
OSV.dev, which may not be comprehensive. If an advisory is
published but not included in the OSV dataset, that may impact
our results. Additionally, we do not consider whether the
vulnerable dependency version is exploitable or reachable [83]
from the package. We treat all vulnerabilities equally regard-
less of the CVSS score or the severity of the vulnerability.
We manually check 20 packages’ versions and relations with
the public package registries and find that the data is accurate.
Moreover, each package manager has its own way of handling
dependency resolutions, and for the dependency resolutions,



we rely on the Open Source Insights [55] resolved version
data. Our analysis omits package versions not adhering to
SEMVER rules, a conservative choice to enable a more rig-
orous analysis. In addition, Open Source Insights dependency
resolution fails in some cases (e.g. missing timestamp), and we
mark those as warnings in our dataset. We do not calculate
update metrics for those packages, and we argue that this
might have a very small impact on our results. Moreover, we
only consider direct dependencies in our TOOD and PFET
analysis because we design our update metrics this way. One
interesting future work could be to see how the update metrics
change considering transitive dependencies. In addition, we
only consider regular dependencies in our TOOD and PFET
analysis and omit dev and optional dependencies. Also, we
only analyze the update metrics for packages on which other
factors (e.g., number of versions, number of major versions,
number of dependencies, number of dependents, package age,
etc.) might have an impact. This is out of the scope of this
paper, and we leave it for future work. On the other hand, we
show only the TTU data as an example of research gap II but
not the TTR data. We argue that TTR data will follow similar
limitations since in TTR, we consider only the vulnerable
dependencies, and in contrast, in TTU, we consider all the
dependencies.

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this study, we introduce and empirically assess two
update metrics for OSS packages: TOOD and PFET. We
conduct a large-scale empirical study on three major software
ecosystems: NPM, PyPI, and Cargo, and establish the relation-
ship between TOOD and PFET. Our study focuses on only
OSS packages. However, since closed-sourced components
can have these OSS components as a dependency, measuring
the update metrics of those closed-sourced components would
be an interesting future work. We encourage future research to
validate our metrics with security best practices and to explore
the impact of these metrics on the security and maintainability
of software systems.
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